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Independent Reading &
Roosevelt Library Check Out Instructions

This semester, you will have in-class reading time to read a book of your choice!!! The most
important aspect of this reading time is that you are interested in your book, focused, quiet,
and actively reading! This time period will be called SSR: Silent Sustained Reading.

A. WHAT BOOK SHOULD I SELECT?

1. For your book selection, you need a chapter book that will take several hours to
read: you want to select a text long enough to span several classes. This book
should be written in the English language.

2. You can use our school library! I’ll show you the steps below in section B.

3. Or, you can select a book from home, borrow a personally owned book from a
friend, or use the city library. If you’re struggling to STILL find a book, there is a
selection in the classroom that can also be used. I need YOUR help to organize this
eventually!

B. STEPS TO CHECK OUT  BOOK USING OUR LIBRARY WEBSITE:

1. Go to https://destiny.gusd.net/

2. Select “Roosevelt” under the middle school category (on the right side)

3. Select LOG IN on the right top bar, and on the next page, select “Sign in with
Google” using your student account by selecting the button on the left side of the
next page.

4. Next, select “Catalog” on the top: it’s a small tab.

5. Then, select “Destiny Discover” on the left side: it’s a small button below “Library
Search.”

5. EXPLORE your options!!!! I will have a book recommendation list for you soon, but for
now, just select anything that you find interesting.

6. When you find the book you want, there is a small white box with THREE DOTS on the
bottom right of the book image. Click on the button and select “HOLD.”

7. TAAAAAHHHHH-DAAAAAAHHHHHH ! You have selected your book. You can get your
book at the library on Thursdays during nutrition or lunch.

https://destiny.gusd.net/
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C. LIBRARY BOOK CHECK OUT SCHEDULE AND PICK UP:

1. To  check out school library books, please submit all library book requests by
Sunday at 8:30 pm.

2. Your book pick up is then on Thursday that same week (four days later). On
Thursday, go to the library during nutrition or lunch to get your book.

3. Renewals can be made twice by emailing the librarian at mthombs@gusd.net or
stopping by the library during nutrition or lunch. Any books not picked up within 2
weeks, will be returned to the shelves. Remember to check your GUSD email for
updates on pick up days and book availability.


